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Invitation to International Students and ASSIST Senior Consultants

Excursion to “HEIDELBERG and HEIDELBERG SCHLOSS” on
Saturday, 13th August 2022
Dear students and senior consultants,
We are pleased to invite you to the picturesque city of Heidelberg. Heidelberg is a beautiful and a
Romantic city in Germany which is known for its Riverside locations, old bridges and the famous
castle. Some fun facts about Heidelberg are:
1. Heidelberg University is the oldest in Germany.
2. World’s largest Wine barrel is located in the Schloss.
3. Shaking hands with the monkey on The Old Bridge bring prosperity.
4. The bicycle was invented in the Heidelberg University.
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Itinerary
1. Altstadt and Hauptstrasse
2. Hercules Brunnen
3. Church of the Holy Spirit
4. Heidelberg Schloss, Medicine Museum and the World’s largest Wine Barrel.
5. Old Bridge
6. Philosopher’s Weg
7. Walk along the river Neckar
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Information on traveling and conditions of participation
Start: 13th August, “7.30am” at the Ulm main train station (meeting point in the hall). Please don’t
be late!!
Travel time: Since the journey is long, it takes 3.00 hours to reach Heidelberg. We shall return to
Ulm approximately by 9.00pm.
Expenses for the excursion: Bring your semester ticket to the trip. If you don’t have a semester
ticket, please buy the 9Euro ticket in advance.
Student ID card: Please do not forget your Student ID card to avail reduced fees if applicable.
Food and Drinks: You may bring your own meal. Please carry enough water.
The excursion is an event voluntarily arranged by senior consultants of ASSIST. It is not performed by the University of Ulm. Each participant agrees that the participation in the excursion is on his own risk!
The number of participants is limited due to administration reasons. First registration requests

have priority and we trust that you will take your registration seriously. Please avoid “no show “on
the day.
Registration request:
Please send your binding registration according to the attach registration form and return this form
to anuk6493@gmail.com latest 11th August 2022.

Best regards,
Klaus and Anusha
Mobile: 017629972488 (Also on Whatsapp)
E-mail: anuk6493@gmail.com

